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Spoon/
Divine Fits
bandleader
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The Lifetime network: where
every night is ladies’ night
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The Client List premieres Sept. 2 on Lifetime.

In April, when
The Client
List debuted
in the U.S.,
Lifetime made
headlines
by altering
a poster for
the show to
make Jennifer
Love Hewitt’s
breasts look
smaller.

_WHAT DO YOU SAY?

Britt Daniel

The dapper indie-rock icon talks PR nightmares, cover tunes,
and high-profile collaboration. BY CHRIS BILTON
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On one
episode of
Family Guy,
the Griffin
family watches
a Valerie
Bertinelli
movie on
Lifetime called
Men Are
Terrible and
Will Hurt You
Because This
Is Lifetime.

He’s all about turning lemons into lemonade.
When word got out in late May that Spoon
bandleader Britt Daniel had formed a new
group with former Wolf Parade member Dan
Boeckner, the announcement seemed ill-timed.
Barely a week earlier, Boeckner confirmed,
“with a heavy heart,” that Handsome Furs, his
duo with wife Alexei Perry, had split up. Boeckner and Daniel’s newly-minted Divine Fits
is hardly a rebound band, however: The two
indie-rock luminaries had been talking about
forming a band for more than a year, and had
recorded most of their debut album (A Thing
Called Divine Fits, which came out last week) by
the time the headlines broke. “That was not by
design,” says Daniel, who knew about the HF
breakup. “I think at first Dan felt bad because
he had mentioned it in some interview—as an
aside. And then [the news] came out [when] we
were planning to announce the band the next
week. I’m pretty sure I convinced him that it
wasn’t a big deal. Sometimes things happen in
a way that you didn’t foresee, so you go, ‘This
has gotta be wrong.’ I think it’s fun to try and
not look at things that way.”
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He knows the power of branding.
Though the name Divine Fits sounds like
either a form of religious ecstasy or the handle
for a really slick tailoring shop, Daniel says,
“They were just words that I liked.” Out of the
30 or 40 that they toyed with (including Lace
Jerks and Hot Skull), he says it came down to
the fact that the words looked the best on the
record covers they’d already designed. “That’s
the hard part,” he says of the name game.
“Because you’re thinking that’s the thing we’re
going to live with for so long. Naming an album
or naming a song is no problem.”
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A good cover is hard to find.
Both Spoon and Wolf Parade (the latter
announced it was going on indefinite hiatus
in May 2011) have enjoyed longstanding status
as fan favourites and critical darlings, thanks
in no small part to the distinctive sounds of
each band. You can hear equal parts psychedelia and punk intensity in Wolf Parade’s
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sprawling guitar rock, while Spoon’s strippeddown flirtation with soul grooves and catchy
hooks makes for perfect deconstructionist
pop. Unsurprisingly, whenever Spoon plays
anyone else’s songs—even the occasional Wolf
Parade tune—those covers are overwhelmed
by the band’s aesthetic. Daniel does have a few
thoughts on the subject of cover songs, since
A Thing Called Divine Fits includes a striking
take on “Shivers,” a number by Nick Cave’s first
band, The Boys Next Door. “There are so many
amazing songs out there that aren’t really great
to cover because everybody knows them or the
original version is...you know, how can you top
it?” he says. “But with this one, I felt like not a
lot of people knew it, and we could approach it
in a new way and it would work out.” Which is
a modest way of saying that Divine Fits totally
own “Shivers.”
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The age of band monogamy is over.
If the Flaming Lips’s ongoing series of collaborations—or pretty much every hip-hop
guest verse—is any indication, we’ve entered
an age where stepping out on your regular
band isn’t considered cheating. Digital recording technology has streamlined this process
to the point where most guest appearances
are basically Skyped in. Though much of the
writing for A Thing Called Divine Fits was done
while Boeckner camped out at Daniel’s place in
L.A., emailing song ideas to each other helped
facilitate the collaboration. Some of those
embryonic recordings even made it to the finished product: “Sometimes you just can’t top
that vocal you do when you’re actually writing the [song]. There’s just something about
that,” says Daniel. “It seems like that kind of
un-fussed-over spontaneity is the way records
used to get made.” Divine Fits might just be the
indie-rock answer to Kanye and Jay-Z’s Watch
the Throne—at the very least, they’re more
than deserving of the “supergroup” honorific
that’s being appended to nearly every mention
of the band. “I don’t think it’s a terrible word,”
muses Daniel. “I mean, we are super.”
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Divine Fits play Lee’s Palace
(529 Bloor St. W.) on Sept. 5.
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Ladies, who’s ready for a good cry? Last month, Shaw Media
announced that, starting Aug. 27, U.S. women’s network
Lifetime would replace Canadian channel Showcase Diva.
Lifetime’s roster boasts 20 reality programs and just nine
scripted ones, six of which are syndicated re-runs. For 12
years, its slogan was “Television for Women.” This is the
mothership of women’s networks.
Jennifer Love-Hewitt stars in its latest offering, The Client
List, which originated as a Golden Globe–nominated 2010
Lifetime original movie—also starring Hewitt—about a former Texas homecoming queen who takes a job at a massage
parlour, only to discover the masseuses are actually prostitutes. Of course, it was based on a true story.
The TV version airbrushes much of the seediness out of
the original: Hewitt’s character, Riley, is not pushed into
prostitution—just handies. Loretta Devine plays Georgia,
who runs a spa called The Rub and acts as both madam and
den mother to the women she employs. “Ninety per cent
of what we do here is legit,” she assures Riley, who quickly
learns she can’t make enough money to support her two
kids by giving regular massages. But Riley’s crossover to the
seedy side is as harmless as a pillow fight; here, a hand job is
simply a more glamorous version of a backrub.
Still, The Client List is a bold move for Lifetime, which
up until a few years ago targetted older women. When it
premiered in 2007, Army Wives (one of the network’s other
scripted dramas, about women whose spouses are enlisted)
ushered in a new, (slightly) racier era for the network and
quickly became Lifetime’s biggest-ever hit. The Client List
pushes the envelope that much further, but while Lifetime
wants to excite you, it mostly wants you to feel safe.
Riley seems to enjoy the role-play as much as the men do,
not to mention the variety of cleavage-bearing outfits she
whips out. In a way, she serves as a slutty therapist: Each
client arrives at the spa with an underlying problem that
neatly explains his predilection for rub-and-tugs. These
men are not a threat. They’re offered up as a sinful treat for
the women watching at home, the hard-bodied equivalent
of an ice-cream binge.
Although I wouldn’t exactly call it progress to simply
replace a Barbie with a Ken doll, it is refreshing to see men
play a part typically reserved for young female actresses:
the interchangeable hottie. Despite its title, The Client List
isn’t all that interested in the clients. In fact, it’s not all that
interested in men, period. After Riley’s husband walks out
on her in the first episode, we’re left with his brother, Evan,
who harbours a secret crush on our handsy protagonist.
If not for Evan, the only men on The Client List would be
the fleetingly glimpsed ones Riley services each week.
If The Client List’s depiction of female relationships
resembles a no-boys-allowed slumber party, it’s largely
a reflection of the specialty channel’s mission to deliver
a select demographic to its advertisers. On Lifetime, you
might notice an abundance of commercials for cleaning
supplies, say, or yogurt—strictly “women’s products.”
Riley is supported by a village of women, including her
feisty mother, Linette (Cybill Shepherd), who raised her kids
without a husband. Then again, she also tells her daughter,
“If god meant for women to be single, he would have taught
us all how to use a hammer.” The women on The Client List
seem to need men only for their tools—literal and anatomical. From its protective perch, advertising aimed at women
also feeds off the idea that a man may be able to fix your
sink or get you off, but no one knows you—or what you
really want—better than your gal pals.
Lifetime changed its slogan this year to the somewhat
defensive “Your Life. Your Time,” as if to assure women
they have every right to spend several guilt-free hours
watching Dance Moms: Miami. But whose life is supposed
to be reflected in the network’s programs? Not your average
mother, and certainly not any woman who’s experienced
what it’s like to give happy endings to feed her kids. Lifetime wants to leap into riskier programming, but there’s
not much risk in parading around the same old cardboard
cut-out female—and male—archetypes: the saintly single
mother, the chubby best friend, the evil ex-husband, the
bitchy backstabber. I think I’m ready to cry now.

